'Extreme Klean(TM)' Part Washers by Kemac(R) - for the
Toughest Cleaning Challenges
Trimac Industrial Systems, LLC (www.trimacsystems.com) , a leading manufacturer of
industrial part washers for 25 years, will provide it's heavy-duty part washers under
the Extreme Klean(TM) label.

April 21, 2010 (FPRC) -- Trimac Industrial Systems, LLC (www.trimacsystems.com) announces that
it will begin marketing its heaviest-duty line of KEMAC® part washers under the 'Extreme
Klean(TM)' label. Designed for the railroad, mining, and engine & transmission rebuilding industries,
this is the durable parts washer KEMAC® has been known for throughout its 25 year history. Large,
heavy-duty industrial part washers, the Extreme Klean(TM) line is designed to clean burnt-on
carbonaceous soils, scale, heavy oils and grease. Extreme Klean(TM) part washers are for the
toughest cleaning applications requiring the most durable and robust designs available. Typical
features for an Extreme Klean(TM) washer include heavy-duty filtration system, larger pumps,
higher pressure, higher flow rate, sludge drag conveyors, an oil coalescer and higher weight-load
capacities, often over 20,000 pounds.
KEMAC® Power Spray Systems (www.kemacpartwasher.com) use a patented design and has
carried a reputation for durability and reliability since entering the parts washer market in 1986. The
KEMAC® parts washer product line includes cabinet, inline, pretreatment and large custom
applications. The company takes pride that machines from its first year of production are still in use
today. KEMAC® has helped companies like Caterpillar, Ford Motor Co., Emerson Electric,
Bombardier/ Lear Jet, General Electric, Goodyear Tire and Rubber solve their cleaning challenges.
KEMAC® part washers are long-lasting by design, require minimal maintenance and are well suited
for difficult cleaning applications ranging in scope from engine rebuilding to pre-treatment of
hypodermic needles. According to one Fortune 100 OEM company 'Kemac sets the standard for
our washers'.
Trimac Industrial Systems, LLC designs, manufactures and sells industrial processing equipment.
From its Kansas plant, the Company offers three product lines that help its clients clean, heat and
cure their manufactured goods. These product lines consist of part washers and pre-treatment
washers under the KEMAC® brand, infra-red boost, pre-heat, cure and drying ovens under the
Gas-Cat® brand and convection ovens, and turnkey powder and liquid finishing systems under the
Trimac Finishing Systems™ label.
Trimac enjoys 25 years of serving the Fortune 100, the US military and independent manufacturing
companies. Being the only finishing systems manufacturer who also manufactures gas catalytic
infra-red, Trimac has a niche in the market that uniquely positions it to help companies reduce their
overhead, boost production while simultaneously mitigating their carbon footprint.
For more information, contact Scott Fouts Kemac Brand Manager at sfouts@trimacsystems.com or
913.441.0043
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